I. INTRODUCTION

Although natural gas reserves were first found in the Eastern Mediterranean (East Med) in the 1970s, international interest in exploiting this resource has waxed and waned along with regional political difficulties. With major discoveries in the last decade or so and development of major natural gas fields, the Eastern Mediterranean holds the potential to become an important area for hydrocarbon exports.

Interest in the Eastern Mediterranean’s gas potential revived in 2015, following the discovery and successful development of Egypt’s Zohr gas field, along with Israel’s Leviathan field, which was discovered in 2010 and began producing gas at the end of 2019. However, finding hydrocarbons appears easier than exporting them, even without regional geopolitical challenges. Though today’s high gas prices favor suppliers, Eastern Mediterranean gas projects—whose long development timelines make long-term trends a crucial consideration—may continue to face shrinking export prospects, as potential markets, especially those in Europe, increasingly shift resources to renewables. But Eastern Mediterranean gas might still have a lucrative role to play as Asian countries switch off coal, Europe looks to decrease dependence on Russian gas, and the world assesses the importance of gas in a low-carbon energy mix.

However, the Eastern Mediterranean’s geopolitical conflicts have jeopardized the full realization of its potential to develop and export natural gas. Additionally, the momentous shocks that the oil and gas industry experienced toward the end of 2019 and in 2020—combined with the devastating impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the global economy and energy supply and demand—have upended the future of gas exploitation in the East Med.

The East Mediterranean Gas Forum (EMGF) was established in early 2019 and, although it is one of the more promising developments in recent years, it has structural problems, such as Turkey’s lack of involvement. Success in

the ongoing Cyprus settlement negotiation—the island is currently divided with the north administered by the Turkish Cypriot community and the Republic of Cyprus (RoC) in the south—could contribute massively to regional gas development, but after the 2017 breakdown of Cyprus reunification talks at Crans-Montana, chances of progress appear remote. While it is clear that the market will drive the development of these resources, domestic and regional politics will also influence how East Med gas resources are developed. 2

This report provides an overview of changes that have shaped Eastern Mediterranean natural gas progress since 2017 (see Appendix for a timeline of developments), and it maps the region’s potential by providing updates on key issues outlined in the 2016 Atlantic Council report Hydrocarbon Developments in the Eastern Mediterranean. 3

This paper focuses on the key East Med countries that have a stake in natural gas development: the RoC, Egypt, Israel, the Palestinian Authority, Jordan, and Lebanon. Greece and Turkey are also considered in this paper as key players in regional natural gas resources.

II. FACTORS AFFECTING EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN HYDROCARBON DEVELOPMENT

The Eastern Mediterranean is a significant gas region in the making, with major gas fields Tamar, Leviathan, Aphrodite, Zohr, Calypso, and Glaucus. 4 The Eastern Mediterranean has been a key area of interest for gas development and holds the potential to deliver new supply to Europe. However, the region must overcome complex geopolitical problems that have frustrated gas development, while navigating an increasingly competitive global energy market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas Field</th>
<th>Probable Reserves (billion cubic meters)</th>
<th>Discovery Date</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamar, Israel</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Producing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Nile Delta, Egypt</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Producing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leviathan, Israel</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Producing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphrodite, the RoC</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Pursuing gas sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanin, Israel</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Producing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karish, Israel</td>
<td>28-42</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Producing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zohr, Egypt</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Producing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calypso 1, the RoC</td>
<td>170-227&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Discovered in January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucus-1, the RoC</td>
<td>142-227&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Discovered in February 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<sup>d</sup> “Calypso Holds 6 to 8 Tcf, ENI Says,” Cyprus Mail Online, February 13, 2018, http://cyprus-mail.com/2018/02/13/calypso-holds-6-8-tcf-eni-says/.

<sup>e</sup> Gas quantities are still to be confirmed, and could be as low as 85 billion cubic meters. See Gregoris Savva, “ExxonMobil Announces a Discovery of 5 to 8 Trillion Cubic Feet in Cyprus’ EEZ,” Greek News Online, February 28, 2019, https://www.greeknewsonline.com/exxonmobil-announces-a-discovery-of-5-to-8-trillion-cubic-feet-in-cyprus-eez/.

<sup>f</sup> Gas quantities still to be confirmed; appraisal drilling of Glaucus was started in December 2021 and is expected to be completed by the end of February 2022.
Political Challenges and East Mediterranean Gas Forum Efforts

Political risks—especially regional conflicts and disputes over water and drilling rights—have become increasingly relevant to the future of natural gas development in the East Med as more gas discoveries have been made. More so than posing problems for gas exploration, regional conflict can introduce even greater challenges for industry efforts to establish export routes to reach international markets.

To promote natural gas development in the Eastern Mediterranean while addressing geopolitical challenges, government officials from Egypt, the RoC, Greece, Israel, Italy, Jordan, and the Palestinian Authority established EMGF in January 2019. The Cairo-based forum aims to support members’ efforts to maximize the benefits of their natural resources and regional energy infrastructure through cooperation. It also aims to pave the way “for fruitful cooperation in technical and economic fields, with a view to efficient realization of the gas potential in the region.”

Representatives from the European Commission, the United States, France, and the World Bank attended the January 2019 meeting as observers (France later joined the EMGF in March 2021). Notably absent were Turkey, Syria, and Lebanon. However, absent countries that are aligned with the goals of the forum may have the option to join. Additionally, EMGF has acknowledged the importance of including the private sector. In September 2020, the six EMGF states signed a charter to cement the group as an intergovernmental organization dedicated to optimizing natural gas exports from the East Med. This formalized platform could help ensure a conducive regulatory environment, realize necessary intergovernmental arrangements, and remove political risk. However, it will likely take time before EMGF progresses from being primarily a discussion-based forum to having the political and economic influence it seeks.
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One of the areas of focus for the EMGF is the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which is crucial to peaceful hydrocarbon development in the Eastern Mediterranean. UNCLOS is accepted internationally, and it could form the basis for resolving regional exclusive economic zone (EEZ) disputes. However, although many East Med countries have declared their EEZs through bilateral agreements or national declarations—both approaches are in compliance with UNCLOS—Israel, Syria, and Turkey have each declined to ratify UNCLOS. East Med countries have a plethora of EEZ agreements among themselves, but with varying degrees of success. The RoC and Lebanon concluded an EEZ boundary agreement in January 2007, but it has not yet been ratified by Lebanon’s parliament as of early 2022, even though the RoC and Lebanon signed a memorandum of understanding in July 2021 that detailed energy sector cooperation.12 Lebanon and Syria are also experiencing EEZ boundary disputes. Nevertheless, the first round of talks between Israel and Lebanon, which took place in October 2020, could be a path to an agreement over the countries’ maritime border.13 US mediation continued in 2021, pushing the two sides to make compromises and setting March 2022 as the deadline to reach an agreement.

The RoC and Israel signed an EEZ boundary agreement in December 2010 without contention, but the unitization agreement between the two countries is still being negotiated. In March 2021, Israel and the RoC agreed to give companies a deadline to resolve their differences on the Aphrodite-Yishai dispute before turning the resolution efforts back to the two respective governments; however, there is still no agreement as of early 2022.14 The agreement on the EEZ boundary between the RoC and Syria has not yet been signed. Israel and Egypt have also not formally entered into EEZ agreements, but there does not appear to be a dispute between the two on delineation. On the other hand, Egypt and Greece signed an EEZ agreement in August 2020, which will allow the countries to develop the resources in the EEZ.15

In addition to major ongoing disputes between Greece and Turkey—which have also affected the delineation of the EEZ between Greece and the RoC—the dispute between Turkey and the RoC is one of the biggest issues affecting Eastern Mediterranean natural resource development, as Turkey maintains that the RoC does not have rights to an EEZ or its offshore hydrocarbon deposits. The central question is whether the EEZs of the RoC and Greece share a common boundary. Turkey’s recent agreement with Libya, which contests the EEZ rights of Greek islands and the RoC, has further complicated issues.16 Turkey is determined to proceed with plans to drill to the south of Crete, even over European Union (EU) objections.17

The RoC’s gas development is confronted with an increasing number of issues, as Turkish intervention has raised the stakes and risks in the region and is dampening prospects for further exploration and development in the RoC’s EEZ.18 Resolution of these issues requires overall settlement of the dispute between Greek and Turkish Cypriots. The United States and EU continue to support the RoC as it endeavors to develop its offshore resources and assert its rights to its EEZ, voicing this through supportive statements and unchanged policy that supports reaching an overall settlement.19 However, Turkey is going ahead with plans to develop its claims in the region, challenging the the RoC’s EEZ. Turkey’s recent claims of a 320 billion cubic meters (bcm) Black Sea gas discovery at the Tuna-1 well have been revised to hold 405 bcm in estimated natural gas field reserves, and a new claim at the Amasra-1 well of 105 bcm was recently announced.20 If commercially attainable, these finds will reduce Turkey’s reliance on natural gas imports and could alleviate some of the pressure of developing in the Eastern Mediterranean. On the other hand, it could embolden Turkey to double down on its aggressive strategy in the region.

Cyprus Reunification Talks

There was hope that 2018 elections, in both the Turkish Cypriot community in the north and in the RoC, might further the reunification process, but this has not materialized. Reunification in the medium term may be possible, although the foundations of political support for a comprehensive settlement in both communities, as well as in Turkey, continue to appear weak. Turkish Cypriots, with the support

of Turkey, argue that nothing should be done to develop the RoC’s hydrocarbons without their consent. However, Greek Cypriots reject joint management of hydrocarbon development, arguing that all resources in the RoC’s EEZ belong to both communities and should be shared equitably. Ersin Tatar—who had been prime minister since 2019—won the Turkish Cypriot community presidential election runoff with almost 52 percent of the vote, deepening the divide between the RoC while strengthening ties with Turkey.21 In April 2021, the United Nations held a series of informal reunification talks between Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot politicians along with officials from Turkey, Greece, and the United Kingdom in Geneva.22 After three days of negotiations, the two sides were unable to find enough common ground to resume formal talks on a settlement.

2021 Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

The last year has seen major flare-ups in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, along with some signs of moderate progress toward regional stability. Clashes between Israeli police and Palestinians at the end of Ramadan in April 2021 and tensions around the likely eviction of Palestinians living in the East Jerusalem neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah turned into full-scale fighting, with Hamas firing rockets into Israel and the Israel Defense Forces responding with airstrikes on the Gaza Strip. The death toll in the latest round of fighting between Israel and Palestine was the highest since the Gaza War in July and August of 2014. However, the fragile ceasefire that began in late May 2021 has held.23

While the violence of the spring of 2021 did not bring reassurances to the international community of leaders and potential investors in Eastern Mediterranean gas exploration, Israel’s summer political turmoil may ultimately shift the country back toward international cooperation. Although Naftali Bennett—who became prime minister of Israel in June 2021, following Benjamin Netanyahu’s premiership of twelve years—might be even more of a hardliner than his predecessor, the slim coalition that he assembled (and a power-sharing agreement, whereby Israel’s new foreign minister and leader of centrist party, Yesh Atid, will serve as prime minister in two years, completing the second half of a four-year term) to form a government has meant that he will need to seek opportunities for compromise.24 Bennett has already sought to repair fractures in the relationship between the United States and Israel, making clear that he intends to work closely with the Joe Biden administration, whereas Netanyahu had made no secret of his preference for former US President Donald Trump and other Republicans over Democratic politicians.

Israel’s former Minister of Energy Yuval Steinitz was a key participant in the EMGF. With a new coalition government that represents nearly the entire Israeli political spectrum, it seems likely that Israel will continue its participation in the forum. However, Environmental Protection Minister Tamar Zandberg has cautioned against a potential agreement to bring Gulf oil through the Eilat-Ashkelon pipeline, and there are indications that Zandberg and Israel’s new minister of energy will seek a greener future with more renewable energy sources.25 However, the geopolitical significance of the EMGF—which brings closer ties to other countries in the region, especially Egypt—and its economic implications for Israel (in December 2020, Israel began pumping gas from the Leviathan and Tamar fields in a deal worth $19.5 billion) indicate that Israel will most likely continue to seek opportunities for cooperation on natural gas exploration.26

---


III. EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN REGULATORY REFORMS AND EXPORT POTENTIAL

Identifying natural gas fields in the Eastern Mediterranean has proven easier than selling it outside the region due to prices that were low until just recently and the difficulties that East Med countries face as they try to compete in the global natural gas market. Since lower gas prices are expected to return and persist in the longer term, Eastern Mediterranean countries with natural gas resources may wish to prioritize selling locally and regionally. At the same time, demand for natural gas may continue to grow in Asia as countries switch away from coal. However, each country in the Eastern Mediterranean with access to natural gas resources has varying levels of potential to export those resources regionally and beyond.

Eastern Mediterranean gas producers will have to compete with other liquefied natural gas (LNG) and piped exporters to Europe on carbon reduction, while maintaining low prices. This could incentivize developers early on to implement innovative ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. At the same time, if these emission reductions cannot be achieved at a low cost, developers could be further driven to sell locally and regionally. Each Eastern Mediterranean country that aims to export its natural gas resources to Europe will respond differently to the carbon border adjustment mechanism, based on its technical abilities and natural gas development costs.

Egypt

With International Monetary Fund (IMF) economic support and the approval of the new gas law, Egypt is successfully developing its hydrocarbons sector, and is largely unaffected by the geopolitical problems that impact the rest of the region. Egypt’s substantial internal market and the high prices it pays to international oil companies (IOCs) have encouraged rapid development of newly discovered gas fields. As new gas fields beyond Zohr—including the West Nile Delta, Atoll, and Nooros—have started operations, domestic natural gas demand has been satisfied and there is also a surplus, raising the possibility of exports.

Egypt’s liquefaction terminals at Idku and Damietta make exports more likely. BP’s project at the West Nile Delta is expected to add an estimated 40 million cubic meters per day (mcm/d) when all three phases of the project are online, giving Egypt’s gas production a significant boost. Production from the second phase started in February 2019, while the third phase, which includes the Raven Field, started producing in April 2021. Combined with Zohr reaching a plateau, Egypt’s production hit record levels in fiscal year 2019-2020 to over 200 mcm/d. With this, Egypt expects to have about 41 mcm/d surplus gas production for export. The liquefaction plant at Idku and the Damietta plant have a combined nameplate capacity of 48 mcm/d.

However, the restarting of Damietta had long been dogged by a continuing arbitration dispute. Parties associated with the Damietta plant signed an agreement in February 2020 but it fell through in April 2020 after certain terms of the agreement were not met. However, in February 2021, gas liquefaction resumed at Damietta for the first time since 2012. Egypt halted LNG exports from the Idku liquefaction plant in April 2020 due to COVID-19 and a surplus in natural gas. In August 2020, the liquefaction plant at Idku completed its first cargo export since March, shipping LNG from Idku to Taiwan. Shell is planning to exit its 36.8 percent stake in the LNG liquefaction plant at Idku, which signals the company’s fading interest in the East Med region.

In August 2017, the Egyptian government passed a law to allow private investment in its natural gas sector. The law also established a regulatory body to “supervise the liberalization of the Egyptian natural gas sector, responsible for granting required investment licenses” and required to prevent monopolies. The law is in line with Egypt’s efforts to cooperate on economic reform with the IMF, and it is also part of an effort to make Egypt’s natural gas sector more efficient and competitive. In addition to the liberalization
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of the gas sector, the reform program included the adoption of a flexible foreign currency exchange rate, cuts to fuel subsidies, and the privatization of the public sector. Most of these reforms have either been implemented or are in process.

A hub in Egypt may be the best option. Through its recently enacted gas law, the country took a giant step toward becoming the Eastern Mediterranean’s energy hub and is putting together the necessary conditions to support this aspiration. Egyptian Minister of Petroleum Tareq El Molla emphasized “Egypt’s ideal location, with the Suez Canal connecting Asia and East Africa to Europe, facilitating the transportation of oil, products, and LNG. In addition, Egypt is Africa’s biggest energy market, with extensive energy infrastructure and downstream industry.”44 Through these, Egypt has a real potential to become the region’s energy hub.

Since the start of Tareq El Molla’s tenure in this position, which began shortly after the discovery of the Zohr gas field in September 2015, prospects for Egypt’s natural gas have improved dramatically.43 Gas from Zohr was first produced in December 2017, only slightly more than two years after it had been discovered, with production ramping up to 57 mcm/d (two billion cubic feet per day) in October 2018. Production capacity is scheduled to reach 90 mcm/d.43 Egypt achieved self-sufficiency by the end of 2018, and began to export gas again in late 2018.44 Egypt’s gas production performance has been remarkable. Since reaching very low levels during financial year 2015/2016, due to past misguided policies, it achieved 190 mcm/d by mid-2019, with an average growth of 20 percent per year. The Ministry of Petroleum is targeting gas production of over 227 mcm/d by the end of fiscal year 2020/2021, thus maintaining gas surplus for export, and assuming full use of Idku and Damietta. The International Energy Agency estimates that the COVID-19 crisis will result in a 75 bcm loss of annual global gas demand by 2025.

In addition, development of many other smaller gas fields has helped Egypt achieve surplus production that has fed LNG exports. Actual LNG exports averaged more than 13 mcm/d in 2019. For a country that was importing LNG due to gas shortages until October 2018, this is a remarkable turnaround.

With IMF help, Egypt has also introduced demand management measures, including phasing out electricity subsidies, to ease pressure on the consumption of natural gas for power generation. This has been quite effective, bringing the rampant growth in electricity, gas, and fuel demand under control, freeing up greater quantities of gas for export.

Egypt’s capacity to achieve full LNG exports has been confirmed by the Paris-based Observatoire Méditerranéen de l’Energie (OME), which has detailed knowledge of the Egyptian energy market.46 OME forecasts that gas surplus and exports could reach between 20 and 35 bcm/year by 2035, and possibly more. Buoyed by these successes, Egypt conducted two new exploration rounds in 2018, in the Red and Mediterranean Seas.46 Among the winners announced at EGYS (Egypt Petroleum Show) 2019 were Shell, Eni, BP, Total, Petronas, and new entrant ExxonMobil.47 New discoveries boosted Egypt’s hopes to both maintain LNG exports in the longer term and turn the country into the gas hub of the region.

However, IOC executives participating at EGYS 2019 warned that the development and export of Eastern Mediterranean gas would require resolutions of challenges, which included geopolitical issues and “the need to further develop infrastructure, and competition from other suppliers, including Russia and the United States.”48 Nevertheless, despite inherent difficulties, Egypt has achieved its main target of meeting the needs of its domestic gas market in a balanced manner.49

To support new projects, Egypt is adding new infrastructure, such as Eni’s onshore gas treatment plants,50 gas pipelines, a 2.5 kilometer (km) wharf in the Gulf of Suez, petroleum storage tanks, and loading and offloading facilities. Fueling depots for ships along the Suez Canal are also being built and Egypt’s refining and petrochemicals capacity has been expanding. Egypt’s government “remains optimistic about energy stability, not only catching up with gas production for its own needs but also maintaining gas exports.”51

Egypt’s association with Italy—which has a well-established gas trading hub at its virtual trading point, PSV—through Eni’s strong interests in both countries could increase the likelihood of Egypt becoming a regional gas hub. Such a
hub would encourage closer economic cooperation among Eastern Mediterranean countries. Tentative steps taken by Israel, the RoC, and Egypt in discussing the possibility of gas deals may be the beginning of such closer cooperation and—possibly—greater regional stability.  

The RoC

While development of the RoC’s gas is a somewhat separate issue from its ongoing geopolitical troubles, the latest developments—including Turkey’s direct intervention in drilling in the RoC’s EEZ—mix politics with natural gas exploration. If natural gas development is to proceed, it must be “sufficiently pragmatic and flexible” to be able to continue, even if no peace settlement is reached. Despite three successful licensing rounds and three major natural gas discoveries, development of the RoC EEZ is suffering delays, both in gas field development and further exploration. Meanwhile, for the RoC to benefit from the potential of its hydrocarbons sector, it must find markets in which it can quickly and profitably sell its gas, a task that remains a challenge.

Given that the domestic market in the RoC is small and regional markets cannot absorb such gas, it will need to be sold to global markets. However, pipelines to Europe are not viable because they are too expensive and at the limit of technical capability, although proponents of the EastMed gas pipeline insist that a 10 bcm/year line to Italy would make commercial sense. Turkey and Turkish Cypriots have focused on pipelines going through the RoC to Turkey, and from there to Europe.

In 2019, the RoC signed an agreement with Egypt to build a pipeline to Egypt’s LNG plants. This agreement facilitates the construction of the pipeline, should it be needed to support gas sale agreements. While necessary, such an agreement is not sufficient to ensure actual construction, which requires firm sales and purchase contracts for gas that would use the line; for example, a deal to sell Aphrodite
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gas to Egypt to liquefy and export it from there is necessary to justify pipeline construction.

In June 2019, the government of the RoC, along with Noble Energy (prior to its October 2020 acquisition by Chevron) and its partners, reached agreement over production sharing for the Aphrodite gas field, followed in November with approval of the field’s development plan. This enabled negotiations for the sale of Aphrodite gas to Shell’s Idku LNG plant to progress.

However, even though discussions between the Aphrodite consortium and Idku have been ongoing, as of early 2022 these have not yet been concluded. Meanwhile, the RoC has continued a project to import LNG, perhaps realizing that development of Aphrodite will take time.

ExxonMobil is postponing its plans to drill one more exploratory well and an appraisal well at Glauarus in Block 10. Eni and Total are also delaying drilling six more wells in their licensed blocks. Chevon (formerly Noble) is still interested in drilling an appraisal well in the Aphrodite gas field in Block 12.

Israel

Israel’s domestic natural gas market is liberalized. The Israeli government set up the Adiri Committee to examine Israel’s regulatory structure for natural gas and to recommend policies to enable the development of the natural gas market. The committee published its findings in December 2018, recommending no changes to existing regulations but also that the government ensure 500 bcm of gas supply for the domestic market until 2042, out of about 1,000 bcm discovered to date. Although the matter seems closed for now, a future Israeli government might be more inclined to keep gas for the domestic market, especially if export possibilities continue to look remote. With gas exports to global markets—other than to Jordan and Egypt—looking increasingly challenging, the Israeli government’s decision to phase out coal by 2025 should help increase gas consumption.

Discovered in 2010, the Leviathan natural gas field is estimated to hold 622 bcm of recoverable gross natural gas resources, and in 2013 was 39.66 percent owned by Noble Energy (now Chevron), 22.67 percent owned by Delek Drilling, 22.67 percent owned by Avner Oil (a Delek Group subsidiary), and 15 percent owned by Ratio. In early 2017, Noble Energy, Delek Group, and their partners reached a decision to “fund the development of Phase 1A, estimated at $3.75 billion,” which involves the production of about 33 mcfd starting at the end of 2019. Construction was completed as planned and Leviathan began operations in December 2019.

Energean holds the exploration rights for the Tanin and Karish natural gas fields. In April 2019, Energean announced a new gas discovery, of 28 to 42 bcm, at Karish North. With its floating production, storage, and offloading project progressing well, this discovery could be commercialized quite quickly. Energean and Morgan Stanley, along with other banks, signed an agreement for $1.27 billion to finance natural gas exploration at Karish and Tanin. In September 2021, Energean awarded a contract to US firm Halliburton to drill at least five wells in waters offshore Israel.

Should Israel succeed in starting a natural gas export program, it will probably be able to export gas via a pipeline to Turkey and from there to Europe, as well as export gas to other Middle Eastern countries, like Egypt and Saudi Arabia. However, the combination of limited and challenging export options for any resources discovered, the complexities of Israel’s gas regulatory framework, escalating regional geopolitical tension, and difficult global gas markets have deterred potential investors. That is why Israel’s two licensing rounds have not attracted any majors.
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with bids from only two groups: a consortium of United Kingdom–listed Capricorn Energy (formerly Cairn Energy) and Pharos Energy (formerly SOCO International), together with Israel’s Ratio Oil Exploration; and a consortium of United Kingdom–listed Energean (formerly Energean Oil & Gas) and Israel Opportunity.70 Undaunted, Israel held the third licensing round in September 2020, but successful bids have not been announced to date.71 Without having awarded a license in the third round, Israel in April 2021 announced plans to hold a fourth offshore bidding round.72

Lebanon

The development of Lebanon’s offshore resources is impacted by its political relationships with neighboring countries. Blocks 1 and 2 are on the disputed border between Lebanon and Syria. There is also an unresolved maritime border dispute between Lebanon and Israel regarding an area of about 860 square kilometers that runs alongside the disputed EEZ border and includes parts of Blocks 8, 9, and 10.73 These unresolved disputes could complicate future exploration and development.

In September 2017, the Lebanese parliament approved legislation to facilitate completion of the first offshore licensing round. At the end of 2017, Lebanon awarded licenses for exploration and production in Blocks 4 and 9 to a consortium of Total (40 percent), Eni (40 percent), and Novatek (20 percent).74 Exploration began in May 2018. The consortium did not find sufficient commercially viable resources in Block 4 during its initial drilling in early 2020.75

However, Lebanon’s energy sector has been in a shambles since the COVID-19 pandemic began, and Block 9 drilling has been delayed and is further complicated by the maritime border disputes with Israel.76 Past US attempts to mediate have not succeeded, and it remains to be seen if this will change once drilling starts. Further attempts at mediation could help achieve a lasting settlement of this dispute, but successful planned exploration might drive both countries to escalate their claims. Internal political instability may also threaten the future of this process.

Gaza Strip

There are gas reserves off the coast of the Gaza Strip, which (along with the West Bank) constitutes the Palestinian Territories.77 Unlike the West Bank, which is still under Israeli occupation and nominally run by the Palestinian Authority (PA), Israel withdrew its military forces and settlements from the Gaza Strip in 2005. A Palestinian election in 2006 brought Hamas to political power in Gaza, but Israel instituted a blockade in 2007 to control the coast of the Gaza Strip while strictly limiting entrance and egress points on land.

Although it seems that natural gas resources could be an answer to Gaza’s economic woes, the West Bank–based Palestinian Authority has nominal authority over exploiting these reserves, while Israel will likely have the final say. Since the discovery of the Gaza Marine oil field in 2000, Israel and the PA have argued over which one should have the right to develop the field.78 While the broader conflict with Israel remains in the backdrop, the presence of natural gas has also added to tensions between Hamas in Gaza and the PA in the West Bank. While the PA has seen the natural gas in the Gaza Marine field as an opportunity to strengthen its economic ties in the region—especially with Egypt—Hamas has criticized the PA for signing away resources unilaterally and without ensuring that Gaza will benefit economically (and raising the specter of Gaza needing to import natural gas from Israel, even as a natural gas reserve sits off its own shores).79

EastMed Gas Pipeline

The EastMed pipeline is considered a strategic project for exporting Eastern Mediterranean gas directly to Europe.80 However, even though the concept of an Eastern Mediterranean gas pipeline has political support in Israel, the RoC, Greece, and Italy, and has attracted funding for engineering studies from the European Commission, that funding is still only a fraction—well below 1 percent—of the cost of building the pipeline. The pipeline is unlikely to be built without substantial subsidies. Eastern Mediterranean
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producers could potentially gain entry to the Turkish market, but that would require laying a pipeline in the RoC, or at least in RoC-controlled waters. While restoration of relations between Turkey and Israel would increase the likelihood of such a project, the odds that it will materialize remain slim.

The commerciality of the EastMed pipeline project largely depends on two main factors: the cost of the line itself and the price of gas in the markets it seeks to serve. A feasibility study estimated that it would cost around €34.5 billion for the pipeline to reach Greece, and another €6.4 billion to reach Italy.81 The project attracted €34.5 million in EU funding to support front end engineering design studies and the associated detailed marine survey.82 Israel, the RoC, and Greece are strongly promoting it, but there are some doubts about support from Italy. The RoC, Greece, and Israel signed an intergovernmental agreement on January 2, 2020, to set out a regulatory and fiscal framework for the project’s development. Italian representatives did not participate in the signing ceremony; Italy’s foreign minister expressed concerns regarding the feasibility of the pipeline.83

Despite strong political support, though, the EastMed gas pipeline can only go ahead when European buyers are found. Furthermore, given the cost of gas at the start point of the pipeline in Israel and the cost of the pipeline itself, gas arriving in Europe is likely to be expensive, even relative to current benchmarks. However, the potential for the EastMed pipeline to decrease European reliance on Russian natural gas alongside the Trans Adriatic Pipeline and global LNG imports could ensure some level of ready-made demand. There is a delicate balance between cost, geopolitics, and environmental considerations. Moreover, the Biden Administration has recently abandoned support for the EastMed gas pipeline, most likely to align its views on EastMed with its overall shift towards clean energy.

Israel-to-Turkey Gas Pipeline

In addition to an EastMed pipeline, the notion of an Israel-to-Turkey gas pipeline has also been raised. However, Israel and Turkey have had strained relations over the last several years, even following the resumption of diplomatic relations between the two countries in 2016.84 While this is not likely to be the only factor hampering the development of an Israel-to-Turkey pipeline, this infrastructure project cannot proceed until the geopolitical situation has improved at least somewhat.

Complicating the desire to build an Israel-to-Turkey pipeline is the late 2019 completion of the Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline (TANAP), and the early 2020 completion of TurkStream.85 Since 2018, Azerbaijan has pumped almost 7 bcm/year of gas to Turkey via the existing TANAP, a part of the 3,500 km Southern Gas Corridor.86 Both of these new pipelines have helped establish Turkey as a regional gas hub, and they are likely to lessen Turkey’s motivation to become entangled in a diplomatically challenging project with uncertain economic benefits.

More recently, prompted by signs of a thaw in the Israel-Turkey relationship, there has been talk of resurrecting the idea of the gas pipeline between the two countries. However, Israel may be reluctant, and the future of European demand for natural gas remains uncertain.

Floating LNG: A Possible Option for the RoC and Israel

Based on their discovered gas resources, Israel and the RoC have the ability to produce and export as much as 25 bcm a year for twenty years, which—for the sake of comparison—constitutes about one-eighth of current Russian supplies to Europe.87 However, a shift to green energy in Europe makes this a challenge.

The RoC and Israel hope to export their gas through Egypt’s liquefaction plants, but both face obstacles from low global gas prices and various commercial challenges. One answer for Israel and the RoC to consider are floating LNG (FLNG) terminals. As of late 2019, the Delek Group and Noble Energy noted that an FLNG project was “under consideration” as a way of exporting gas from the Leviathan natural gas field.88 FLNG may hold promise for the Aphrodite and Calypso fields, as well as other regional gas fields.89

86 Astakhova and Sezer, “Turkey, Russia Launch TurkStream Pipeline Carrying Gas to Europe.”
IV. OPPORTUNITIES AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Eastern Mediterranean gas basin has come a long way since its first major discoveries in 2009. Gas resources have already significantly impacted the region from a political and economic perspective. Israel has become a major producer and has started exporting; Egypt has become a gas exporter again; and recent finds off of the RoC’s shores have revived the island’s aspirations to tap into gas riches.

The gas discoveries can also encourage conflict resolution and address the sourcing of multiple bilateral relationships in the region. To support these efforts, the United States and the EU should play more proactive roles in defusing rising tensions in the region through key channels of diplomacy.

Since gas can act as a bridge fuel to renewables during the energy transition, the region should also promote the wider adoption of renewables, which can—in addition to their contribution to air quality, health, and clean energy—lessen dependence on fossil fuels and imports, and limit foreign currency exposure and dependence on others. Countries in the region should be encouraged and supported in their efforts to increase the use of renewables.

The current energy landscape and future projections in the region offer plenty of opportunities for greater regional cooperation on energy issues. There is a need for inclusive regional dialogue and exploiting the potential contribution of Eastern Mediterranean gas to EU energy security. The formation of the EMGF is a positive initial step. However, the challenges of a competitive market and uncertain EU gas demand remain.

This report recommends the following steps to ensure continued regional cooperation:

- The EU should consider appointing a special envoy for Eastern Mediterranean energy affairs to help formulate clearer policies—and solve problems through negotiation—that can help develop political stability in the Eastern Mediterranean.
- All possible gas export options from the region should be examined and those that are commercially viable and politically feasible should be identified and promoted.
- The energy future of Eastern Mediterranean countries should rest on maximizing the development of renewables while exploiting gas resources regionally, alongside the resolution of regional problems.
- The United States and EU, together with the UN, should continue to work toward resolving disputed EEZs in the region. Avoiding a hot maritime incident is of paramount importance, and the EU, United States, and UN should work together to dissuade belligerent actions and create platforms conducive to solving problems through negotiation.
- Following the failure of the July 2017 Crans-Montana talks, the Turkish and Greek Cypriots are finding it difficult to resume reunification negotiations; UN chief António Guterres organized informal trilateral talks with RoC President Nicos Anastasiades and Turkish Cypriot leader Mustafa Akinci in Berlin on November 25, 2019. Left to their own devices, they may find it difficult to continue the discussion. International interest, assistance, and pressure—particularly by the UN—are necessary to get settlement negotiations back on track. Anastasiades said in September 2020 that the RoC is committed to reunification talks “...but not at gunpoint.”
- Promotion of regional prospects—along with energy integration among countries in the Eastern Mediterranean—should be prioritized. However, with projected demand for natural gas in Asia and the potential for East Med gas to play a role as Europe seeks greater energy independence from Russia, East Med gas exporters would do well to look beyond their region.

Developing energy resources requires careful long-term planning. While commercial considerations tend to drive development, geopolitics—especially regulatory and political frameworks—plays a critical role in determining whether a region is stable enough to support the identification, development, and use of natural gas. This also means addressing energy subsidies, which are a drain on economies in the region and make energy significantly cheaper, thereby encouraging inefficient energy use.

Energy security helps with cooperation when the political foundation, or space for cooperation, is already in place. Established geopolitical frameworks make energy cooperation possible, rather than the other way around. The EU and the United States should dedicate themselves to a more concerted approach, combining energy and political diplomacy.

APPENDIX: EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN DEVELOPMENTS

Through recent major natural gas discoveries, the Eastern Mediterranean undoubtedly has the potential to satisfy regional gas needs and to become an important exporting region. Key developments from 2017 to 2021, summarized below, exemplify this potential, but also demonstrate associated challenges:

2017

- January 2017: ExxonMobil Corporation and state-owned Qatar Petroleum sign an exploration and production (E&P) sharing contract with the RoC for offshore Block 10.
- February 2017: Noble Energy, Inc., sanctions the first phase of the Leviathan natural gas project offshore Israel, which contains 22 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of gross recoverable natural gas resources.92
- March 2017: Eni S.p.A. acquires a 50 percent participating interest in Block 11 offshore of the RoC from Total SE, the operator of the block.93
- April 2017: the RoC grants exploration licenses for offshore blocks, including Block 6 (Eni S.p.A., 50 percent interest, and Total SE, 50 percent interest); Block 8 (Eni S.p.A., 60 percent interest, and Total SE, 40 percent interest); and Block 10 (ExxonMobil Corporation, 60 percent interest, and Qatar Petroleum, 40 percent interest).
- July 2017: Reunification talks backed by the United Nations (UN) between Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot communities collapse without a deal, which was derailed, for the most part, by disagreements over thirty-five thousand Turkish troops in the Turkish-Cypriot community.94
- September 2017: Eni S.p.A. and Total SE’s gas exploration project in Block 11 offshore of the RoC proves to be not viable for commercial development.95
- November 2017: RoC President Nicos Anastasiades announces Eni S.p.A. and Total SE’s intent to start drilling in Block 6 offshore of the RoC by the end of 2017 or early 2018.96

2018

- January 2018: Calypso 1 gas field is discovered by Eni in the RoC’s Block 6. The consortium of Total, Eni, and Novatek is formally awarded Blocks 4 and 9 in Lebanon.
- February 2018: Turkish warships intervene to prevent Eni’s drilling rig from reaching its target in the RoC’s Block 3 in an effort to enforce Turkish maritime claims. Israel and Egypt agree to export 64 billion cubic meters (bcm) of gas to Egypt over ten years. Total, Eni, and Novatek and the Lebanese government sign exploration and production agreements for Blocks 4 and 9 in Lebanon’s exclusive economic zone (EEZ).97
- March 2018: Energean declares a final investment decision for the development of its Tanin and Karish gas fields in Israel; Eni achieves record production, close to 12 bcm per year, from its Nooros gas field offshore Egypt.
- April 2018: The European Union (EU) and Egypt enter into a memorandum of understanding to promote energy cooperation. Egypt slashes energy subsidies.
- May 2018: Total, Eni, and Novatek start offshore exploration in Lebanon. Israel and the RoC discuss referring their Aphrodite gas unitization dispute to international arbitration.
- June 2018: Egypt achieves a balanced domestic gas market, meeting its gas needs.
- July 2018: Energean offers to take the gas to the RoC by subsea pipeline from Karish. Egypt opens three new gas-fired power plants and a new wind farm. SDX Energy makes a gas discovery at Egypt’s South Disouq.

• September 2018: Zohr gas production reaches two billion cubic feet per day. The RoC and Egypt sign intergovernmental agreement for subsea gas pipeline from the Aphrodite gas field to Egypt; Nobel and Delek buy control of EMG gas pipeline for export of Israeli gas to Egypt.

• October 2018: Egypt achieves natural gas self-sufficiency and suspends import of liquefied natural gas (LNG); Shell starts gas production from West Delta Deep Marine Phase 9B offshore gas field in Egypt.

• November 2018: Israel launches second offshore licensing round.

• December 2018: Egypt resumes LNG exports from Idku LNG plant.

2019

• January 2019: In Israel, the Adiri Committee recommends that the government ensure 500 bcm of gas supply for the domestic market until 2042 out of about 1,000 bcm discovered to date. Egypt resumes natural gas exports to Jordan. Egypt, the RoC, Greece, Israel, Italy, Jordan, and the Palestinian Authority establish the East Mediterranean Gas Forum (EMGF); Leviathan fixed steel jacket arrives in Israel; the first solar plant funded by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development starts operating at Egypt’s Benban solar park.

• February 2019: BP begins to produce gas from Egypt’s offshore West Nile Delta development; Glauces-1 gas field is discovered by ExxonMobil in the RoC’s Block 10. Egypt awards twelve new exploration licenses to boost oil and gas production; ExxonMobil enters Egypt’s offshore exploration for the first time.

• March 2019: the RoC’s parliament approves a national investment fund to handle any future proceeds for the benefit of all Cypriot people. Nour gas field is discovered by Eni in Egypt’s Nour North Sinai Concession. Egypt launches a new licensing round in the Red Sea. US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo participates in trilateral meetings among Israel, Greece, and the RoC in Jerusalem.

• April 2019: BP starts gas production at Egypt’s offshore Atoll gas field. Lebanon Council of Ministers approves launch of second offshore licensing round. Energean makes a gas discovery in Israel’s Karish north gas field.

• May 2019: Turkey sends drilling rig Fatih to drill in the RoC’s EEZ 60 kilometers (km) west of Paphos, in line with Turkish claims to an independent EEZ. RoC energy minister announces the RoC’s intent to drill in its EEZ over the next two years.

• June 2019: The joint venture among Noble Energy, Delek, and Shell reaches agreement with the government of the RoC on a revised production sharing contract for the development of the Aphrodite gas field.

• July 2019: France, the United States, and the EU, as well as the World Bank, attend the second meeting of EMGF in Cairo. The EU expresses grave concern at Turkey’s continued drilling in the RoC’s EEZ and draws measures against Turkey; Egypt and Israel reach settlement in their arbitration dispute opening up Israeli gas exports to Egypt.

• August 2019: Zohr gas production reaches 77 million cubic meters per day.

• September 2019: Total joins Eni in RoC Blocks 2, 3, 8, and 9 where Eni is already a licensee. BP announces first gas from Egypt’s Baltim Southwest field.

• October 2019: Turkish drilling rig Yavuz starts drilling in Block 7 of the RoC’s EEZ. Egypt reduces natural gas production due to lower domestic and international demand. Noble, Delek, and Dolphinus Holdings agree a new gas deal, increasing gas exports to Egypt. Egypt completes massive 1.8 gigawatt solar power plant at Benban.

• November 2019: The government of the RoC approves Aphrodite’s development plan.

• December 2019: the RoC, Greece, and Israel agree to sign an agreement on January 2 to build the EastMed natural gas pipeline. Turkey signs maritime agreement with Libya.

2020

- **January 2020**: Turkish troops move into Libya to support the UN-backed Government of National Accord in Tripoli. In response, Israel, Greece, and the RoC issue a joint statement calling Turkey’s intervention a threat to regional stability.104

- **April 2020**: A venture among Eni S.p.A, Total SE, and Novatek finds no commercially adequate oil and gas resources at the Byblos-1 well, Lebanon’s first well, in offshore Block 4. Additionally, ExxonMobil Corporation postpones two wells until 2021 to evaluate its Glaucaus discovery in the RoC’s offshore Block 10.105

- **May 2020**: A consortium of Eni S.p.A. and Total SE announces it will cease drilling offshore of the RoC this year. Eni S.p.A. and Total SE are partnered in seven of eight active offshore blocks.106

- **May 2020**: the RoC government approves the January 2020 agreement to build the East Med pipeline project.107

- **June 2020**: Israel approves decision to resume searching/drilling next to Block 9.108

- **July 2020**: Israel’s cabinet approves the proposed East Med pipeline project.109

- **July 2020**: Chevron Corporation announces its acquisition of Noble Energy, Inc., a US-based E&P company, for a total enterprise value, including debt, of $13 billion. Noble Energy, Inc.’s Eastern Mediterranean portfolio includes interests in the Aphrodite, Leviathan, Tamar SW, and Tamar fields with 35 tcf in discovered gross recoverable resources as of 2018. Chevron completed the deal on October 5, 2020.110

- **July 2020**: Eni S.p.A. announces it, along with partners Total SE and BP plc, has discovered a gas and condensate discovery at the Bashrush prospect, about 11 km offshore Egypt in the North El Hammad concession.

- **August 2020**: Egypt and Greece agree to a maritime deal to outline the sea boundary between the two countries and demarcate an exclusive economic zone for oil and gas drilling rights. The maritime deal is in response to a November 2019 maritime agreement between Turkey and Libya’s Tripoli-based government.111

- **August 2020**: The Oruc Reis, a Turkish research vessel, begins conducting seismic research to locate energy resources in contested areas of the Eastern Mediterranean. A Greek warship collides with a Turkish warship that was escorting that Oruc Reis.112

- **August 2020**: France joins Italy, Greece, and the RoC with military exercises in the Eastern Mediterranean, sending three Rafale fighter jets and a warship.113 German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas calls for an end to the military drills to defuse tensions.114

- **September 2020**: Eni S.p.A. makes a gas discovery in Egypt’s Nile Delta through the Nidoko NW-1 exploratory well. The assessments suggest the Great Nooros area, where the field is located, is now estimated to hold reserves in excess of 113 bcm. With the update, the combined reserves from the recently found fields are at least 28 bcm.115

- **September 2020**: Egypt, Israel, Greece, the RoC, Italy, and Jordan sign a charter to formalize the status of the EMGF, which was established in 2019.116

- **September 2020**: Through diplomatic intervention by international allies, specifically Germany, the Oruc Reis returns to port from contested waters. Greece and Turkey agree to restart talks for the first time since 2016, the sixty-first round of exploratory talks.117

- **October 2020**: The EU threatens to impose sanctions on Turkey over its continued gas exploration in the Eastern Mediterranean.

---


October 2020: The Turkish navy announces the Oruc Reis will return to disputed waters in the East Mediterranean, spending ten days conducting seismic research.118

October 2020: NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg announces that Greece and Turkey have agreed to cancel war games scheduled on each country’s national holidays on October 28 (Greece’s Ochi Day) and October 29 (Turkey’s Republic Day).

2021

February 2021: Qatar pledges $60 million to build new natural gas pipeline from Israel to the Gaza Strip.119

February 2021: Israel and Egypt agree to build a pipeline connecting the Leviathan natural gas field to Idku and Damietta plants.120

February 2021: Gas liquefaction resumes at Damietta, for the first time since 2012.121

February 2021: Noble Energy, a pioneer in the exploration of hydrocarbons in Israel’s Tamar and Leviathan fields and Cyprus’s Aphrodite field, is acquired by Chevron.122

March 2021: Greek-Italian joint venture IGI Poseidon signs an agreement with the Israel Natural Gas Lines Company to build facilities for the East Med pipeline.123

April 2021: Delek Drilling signs a memorandum of understanding with the United Arab Emirates’ Mubadala Petroleum to sell its 22 percent share of the offshore Tamar gas field by the end of the year.124

April 2021: UN-led Cyprus reunification talks in Geneva halt.125

July 2021: Turkish state energy company TPAO applies for a license to explore oil and gas off the coast of Silifke in Mersin Province.126

July 2021: Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi inaugurates a large naval base 135 km from the border with Libya.127
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